HOW TO
PLAY
BLACKJACK
SWITCH
YOUR GUIDE TO PLAYING
CASINO TABLE GAMES

northern indiana

Please see the Players Club for complete details and official rules. Hard
Rock Casino Northern Indiana may modify or cancel promotions at any
time with the approval of the Indiana Gaming Commission. Non-transferable. Non-negotiable. Must
be 21 or older to gamble. Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-9-WITH-IT.

PLAYING
THE GAME
Blackjack Switch is a variation of blackjack played
with eight standard decks that allows the player to
switch cards between their two hands. To play, the
player must make two identical bets and is dealt two
blackjack hands. After receiving the first two cards on
each of their hands, the player will have the option
whether he/she wishes to ‘Switch’ or not.
The player will respond by giving a switch hand signal.
Only the dealer can ‘Switch’ the cards, if applicable.
Blackjacks are not paid immediately. A player with
a blackjack hand, is given the option to take EVEN
money or to switch their cards. The dealer will then
play out his/her hand following the casino blackjack
procedures, however, if the dealer makes a total
of 22 then all players’ remaining bets are pushed,
including a guest’s non blackjack hand total of 21
which too is pushed.
Insurance Bet (only if Dealer shows a up card of an ACE)
• Option to bet up to half the original wager. Winning
insurance wager pays 2:1
Double Down Bet
• Option to bet up to 100% of the original wager and
then the player will only receive one addition card.
Splitting
• Pairs may be split, making two hands, up to three (3)
times; Aces may only be split once.
All other casino blackjack rules apply.

Blackjack Switch offers an optional side bet called
the Super Match. The super match wins when the
combination of the four cards from the player’s two
hands has a matching pair or better. The pay table
for the Super Match is as follows:
Matched Cards

Payoff

One Pair

1 to 1

Three-of-a-kind

5 to 1

Two Pairs

7 to 1

Four-of-a-kind

50 to 1

